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　　Abstract　　Lit tle Ice Age(LIA)is a typical cold climate period in global scope w ith a profound impact upon human society.In this

study , a coupled global atmospheric circulat ion model including the land processes(AGCM + SS iB)is used to perform the simulation of

LIA climate.Under the cont rol of solar radiation reduction mechanism , the decrease of temperatu re i s more obvious in summer than in
w inter;meanw hile , there is regional dif ference in the change of winter tem peratu re.But the temperature decrease is the main characteri s-

t ic of the annual mean temperature.Volcanic dust has an evident ef fect on the w inter tem peratu re decrease , but to a less extent than the
solar radiation.The synchronous funct ion caused by the reduction of solar radiat ion and the increase of optic depth of volcanic dust has a

superposed strengthening ef fect on the temperature decrease in large regions.Promot ion of the vegetat ion cover rate profit s the increase of
temperature , and vise versa.Certain decrease of solar radiat ion will f avor the increase of summer monsoon precipitat ion in East Asia.The

increase of opt ic depth of volcanic dust does not have a signi ficant ef fect on the annual precipitation in most parts of Eurasian cont inent.

The composite effect of the decrease of solar radiation and the increase of volcanic dust makes the summer monsoon precipitat ion in East

China increase , and that in South Asia decrease.Together with vegetation change , the result show s that precipi tation increases with the

increase of vegetation coverage(e.g.East Asia), and w hen the vegetation coverage reduces(e.g.North Africa)the precipitat ion w ill de-
crease , too.

　　Keywords:　Little Ice Age , model , simulation , East Asia.

　　Promo ted by the international research projects
of PAGES and CLIVAR , the studies on climatic and
environmental changes in the past 2000 years have

draw n the attention of geologists and palaeoclimato-
logists all over the w orld[ 1 , 2] .Among them the cold

event of the Lit tle Ice Age (LIA)is particularly the
most att ractive one[ 3 ～ 10] , which is the nearest typical
cold period in the g lobal range from modern age , and
had a profound impact upon human society[ 11] .Addi-
tionally , more knowledge about the cause of o rigin
and dynamic mechanism of LIA may enrich and per-
fect the theory of climatic changes on centennial

scale , which can be used to predict the future tenden-
cy of climat ic changes , and evaluate the possibility of
cold vibrations on the global w arming background.

There has been a half-century history of the LIA
study abroad[ 12] .Recently , based on the high-resolu-
tion and multi-environmental proxies from ice cores ,
tree rings , historical documents , lake sediments ,
corals and stalagmites , scientists have got deep under-
standing of the age , internal fluctuations and the

characteristics of the climate and environment in

LIA.Setting out f rom the climatic control factors ,
the cause of LIA fo rmation w as ef fectively explained ,
by using the changes of those parameters , such as se-
quences of 14C in tree ring (reflecting solar activity),
acidity of ice core (ref lecting volcanic activity), con-
centration of g reen-house gases in ice core bub-
bles[ 13～ 26] .Ow ing to the cont inual prog ress made in
methods and techniques of climatic simulation , scien-
tist s have carried out the simulation experiments of

LIA , and have made obvious improvements
[ 27 ～ 36]

.

Studying lo ts of historical documents , archaeo-
logical data and climatic proxies(tree ring , ice core ,
lake sediment), Chinese scientists have wo rked hard
and carefully on several aspects , including the main
climatic characteristics and stages of LIA in China and

the ef fect of LIA on Chinese social ecology and peo-
ple' s livelihood[ 3 ,4 ,37～ 63] .The results obtained indi-
cate an evident reg ional difference in o rigin , ampli-
tude and duration of the change in temperature and

precipitation.This paper is a summary of our LIA



simulation studies in recent years , which at tempted

to elucide the mechanism of climat ic changes in LIA

using GCM climate model.

1　Description of the model

A coupled g lobal atmospheric circulat ion model

(AGCM +SSiB)[ 64 , 65] including the terrest rial pro-
cess is used.The AGCM model is an improved nine-
layer and fifteen-spect rum model , whose horizontal
resolution is equal to 7.5°×4.5°.The SSiB model is

a simplified version of the simple biosphere model , in
w hich there is one vegetation layer w ith twelve vege-
tation types and three soil layers.After the calcula-
tion of SSiB , diagnost ic variables are obtained , such
as soil temperature and humidity in each layer , the
temperature and moisture storage of the vegetation

crow n and ground temperature and snow amount ,

and then the SSiB and AGCM are coupled.Ever since
the 1990s , Chinese climatic simulation researchers

have made improvements in many aspects on the

model
[ 66]

.

This model has been adopted to carry out the

simulation study on the Last Glacial Maximum , Mid-
Holocene Warm Period , and produced reasonable re-
sults , indicating its st rong ability to simulate the

palaeoclimate[ 67 , 68] .

2　Design of the simulation experiment

During LIA the solar radiation w as 0.5% less

than the average of modern time[ 69] , the average op-
tic depth of stratosphere volcanic dust w as 0.15 and
the vegetation of the underlain surface is slight ly af-
fected by human activities[ 70] .We therefo re design
seven simulation experiments as shown in Table 1.

Table 1.　Characteristics of LIA simulation experiments

Experiment
Solar radiation

(W/m2)

Optic depth of

volcanic dust

Type of underlain

su rface vegetat ion
CO 2(ppm) Remark

1 M odern value(1367.04) Modern value Modern 345 Cont rol experiment

2 -0.5%(1360.165) Modern value Modern 345 S ingle-f actor sensit ivity experiment

3 M odern value(1367.04) +0.15 Modern 345 S ingle-f actor sensit ivity experiment

4 M odern value(1367.04) Modern value Ante- Industrial-Revolution 345 S ingle-f actor sensit ivity experiment

5 -0.5%(1360.165) +0.15 Modern 345 Double-factor sensi tivity experiment

6 -0.5%(1360.165) +0.15 Ante- Industrial-Revolution 345 Triple-f actor sensit ivity experiment

7 -0.5%(1360.165) +0.15 Ante- Industrial-Revolution 280 Typical LIA experiment

　　 Among all the LIA simulation experiments ,
CH4 content , sea surface temperature and backg round
and preliminary field of atmospheric aerosol take the

consistent values.The integ rals of the model are all
up to 15 years , taking the average result of the last
10 years as the equilibrium of these simulations.By
perfo rming the above , we can compare the ef fects and
mechanisms caused by changes of solar radiation , op-
tic depth of st ratosphere volcanic dust , underlain sur-
face vegetation and CO2 content in the fo rmation of

LIA.

3　Results of simulation

Limited by the leng th of this paper , we only dis-
cuss the simulation results of temperature and precipi-
tation here.

3.1　Temperature

3.1.1 　Characteristics of the temperature change
forced by a single facto r　　The differences betw een
Exp.1 and Exp.2 reflect the possible ef fect of the de-

crease in solar radiation output by 0.5%, taking
Exp.1 as the comparative standard experiment(con-
t rol run).Fig.1 shows the difference dist ribution of
annual mean temperature , summer temperature and
w inter temperature in Eurasian continent between

Exp.1 and Exp.2.The difference of annual mean
temperature of the w hole Eurasia is abnormally nega-
tive(Fig.1(a)), except for the small region of Mid-
dle East and the Siberian high-latitude reg ion.And
the most remarkable temperature decrease appears in

no rtheastern China and northern Africa , and the

mean maximum decrease may reach up to 0.6 ℃,
mostly exceeding 0.2 ℃.The summer temperature
decrease is larger than that of winter.The whole

Eurasia of the Eastern Hemisphere suffered f rom tem-
perature decrease by over 0.2 ℃, and the maximum
is up to 1 ℃(Fig.1(b)).Compared w ith that of

summer , the temperature decrease in w inter is less
evident bo th in region and ex tent.Temperature still
decreases in Northeastern China , whereas the in-
crease occurs in the mid and w est part of China.All
the results above indicate that the reduction of solar
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radiation , as the mechanism of temperature decrease

in LIA , is of different effect on the seasonal tempera-
ture decrease;the function of temperature decrease is
more evident in summer than in winter.Meanwhile ,
because of other feedback mechanisms , there is a

g reat regional difference in the winter temperature

change.However , temperature decrease is the most
outstanding characteristic fo r the annual mean tem-
perature.

Fig.1.　T he dist ribut ion of tem peratu re di ff erence betw een Exp.1
and Exp.2.(a)Annual mean;(b) summer mean;(c)w inter

mean.

Fig .2 gives the distribution difference of temper-
ature between Exp.3 and Exp.1 , which represents

the temperature change effect af ter increasing the op-
tic depth of stratosphere volcanic dust.The tempera-
ture decrease affected by volcanic dust is obvious , the
annual mean value is betw een 0 ～ 0.4 ℃, and the

maximum is 0.4 ℃, which happens in Northeastern
China(Fig.2(a)).The temperature decrease is a lit-
tle smaller than that of Exp.2 in both region and ex-
tent.Compared w ith the figure about annual mean ,
summer mean , and w inter mean change of tempera-
ture(Fig.2), the amplitude of summer and w inter is
apparently larger than that of annual mean.Addition-
ally , the change in winter is more remarkable than in
summer.The summer temperature decrease in most
parts of China is between 0 ～ 0.6 ℃, while that is
0.2 ～ 0.8 ℃in winter , the maximum in the Siberian

region is above 1.2 ℃.The results indicate that vol-
canic dust plays an impo rtant role in the winter tem-
perature decrease.This conclusion is opposite to the
temperature decrease caused by solar radiation.More-
over , comparing Fig .1 w ith Fig.2 , we see that the
change of volcanic dust has a smaller decreasing effect

on temperature than the reduction of solar radiation ,
but in terms of spatial dist ribution they are similar.

Fig.2.The dist ribut ion of temperature dif ference betw een Exp.1
and Exp.3.(a)Annual mean;(b)summer mean;(c)winter

mean.

3.1.2 　Characteristics of the temperature change

fo rced by double facto rs　　Fig.3 show s the temper-
ature af ter reducing the solar radiat ion and increasing

the optic depth of st ratosphere volcanic dust.It indi-
cates that annual mean temperature in Eurasia still

decreases.The annual mean temperature decrease in
China is between 0.2 ～ 0.4 ℃, and that in Europe

and most parts of North Africa is above 0.2 ℃
(Fig .3(a)).Comparing this f igure w ith Fig.1(a)
and Fig.2(a), we see the region of maximum tem-
perature decrease above 0.4 ℃in Fig.3(a)is extend-
ed , which ref lects that the synchronous funct ion

caused by the reduction of solar radiation and the in-
crease of optic depth of volcanic dust has a superposed

st reng thening ef fect on the temperature decrease in

large regions.The main regions of summer tempera-
ture decrease include the w hole Eurasia (see Fig .3
(b)), especially in East China w ith an amplitude of
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0.2 ～ 1.0 ℃.The ex tent of summer temperature de-
crease is larger than that of the annual average (see
Fig.3(a), (b)).In w inter (see Fig.3(c)), the cen-
ter of temperature decrease moves westly to 53°N ,
80°E.The maximum temperature decrease is above

1 ℃ at the center.The east part of China turns into
an uneven decrease region.The most remarkable

temperature decrease occurs in No rtheast and South

China , while slight temperature increase appears in
West China.

Fig.3.　T he dist ribut ion of tem peratu re di ff erence betw een Exp.1
and Exp.5.(a)Annual mean;(b) summer mean;(c)w inter

mean.

In the analy sis of the results of simulation exper-
iments mentioned above , both the reduction of solar

radiation and the increase of the optic depth of st rato-
sphere volcanic dust can result in the temperature de-
crease of land surface , but because the mechanism of

temperature decrease and the background of atmo-
spheric circulation are dif ferent , the extent of the de-
crease and the regional distribution are not the same.
However , the integrated result is to decrease the tem-
perature , making the dist ribution more even , and
strengthening the average extent of temperature de-
crease.

3.1.3　Effect of the change of vegetation and CO2
concentration on temperature 　　Many researches

and simulation experiments indicate that the change

of vegetation will play an impo rtant role in the tem-
perature of land surface on a certain time scale and cli-
matic background

[ 71]
.When performing the LIA cli-

mate simulation experiments , two types of vegetat ion
are chosen fo r comparison , modern vegetat ion and

vegetation of ante-Industrial-Revolution.As a whole ,
the latter has a larger rate of natural vegetation cover-
age than the fo rmer.The result of Exp.4 indicates
that the change of vegetation field engenders dif ferent

tendency in temperature change , i.e.the annual

mean temperature has increased in East Asia , while
that of North Africa has decreased further (figure
omit ted).Thus the promotion of the vegetation rate
profit s the increase of temperature , and the decrease
of vegetation rate contributes to the decrease of land

temperature.Because the LIA climate turns cold , the
vegetation coverage rate in some regions of China is

developed to a lower degree.So , f rom this point of

view the vegetation status had played a certain role in

the formation of LIA climate.For lack of mo re com-
pleted vegetation data in LIA , the simulat ion experi-
ments of t rue vegetation in LIA cannot be performed.

This simulation experiment show s that the

change of CO2 concentration does no t have an obvious

ef fect on temperature and precipi tation.

3.2　Precipitation

3.2.1　Precipitation change caused by the reduct ion
of solar radiation　　Fig .4 show s the dif ference of
precipitation dist ribution resulting from Exp.2 and

Exp.1.It can be seen that there is no evident change
of annual precipitation in the whole Eurasia , while
precipitation increases significantly in the West Pacif-
ic Region.The increase of annual precipi tation in the
West Pacific Region and the Southeast China is above

0.3mm/day , and that in Northwest and central Chi-
na is about 0 ～ 0.3mm/day , approximately

100mm/year or so.Precipitation in other regions

slight ly decreases or remains as usual.While in sum-
mer the precipitat ion changes evidently , increasing in
East Asia , South Asia and Indian region.In most
parts of China , except the lit toral region in South

China , the precipitation variation is positive abnor-
mally , especially in east part of China , with an in-
crease about 0.5 ～ 1.0mm/day , which amounts to
50 ～ 100 mm in the three months of summer.Mean-
while , precipi tation also increases in the equator

TCZ , South Asia , North West Pacif ic Ocean and In-
dian Ocean , but decreases in the South China Sea and
Bengal Bay.The change of winter precipitation is
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similar to the rest of year.Except for the South Chi-
na Sea and the West Pacif ic Ocean wi th an increase of

0.5 ～ 1.5 mm/day , there is hardly any change in the
mainland of China.These characteristics above indi-
cate that summer monsoon ci rculation and precipita-
tion w ill change in East Asia for the change of solar

radiation , that is , certain decrease of insolation w ill
prof it the precipitation increase of summer monsoon

in East Asia.

Fig.4.　The distribution of precipi tat ion difference betw een Exp.
1 and Exp.2.(a)Annual mean;(b)summer mean;(c)w inter

mean.

3.2.2　Precipitation change caused by volcanic dust
　　Fig .5(a)indicates that the increase in the optic
depth of volcanic dust does no t affect the annual pre-
cipi tation in most parts of the Eurasian continent ,
while precipitation increases slight ly in the reg ion of

China and India in East Asia.Furthermo re , there is
still significant increase in the region of the West Pa-
cific Ocean.The change of annual precipitation is be-
low 50mm , o r even unchanged in most parts of Chi-
na.Meanwhile , precipitation changes insignif icantly
in the region near to the equator.This tendency is
strengthened in summer , precipitation increases evi-
dently in central China , the increase range in the In-
dian subcontinent is approximate to the region of East

Asia.In China from southeast lit toral to inland , the
increase range is betw een 0 ～ 1 mm/d , which means
that the maximum summer precipi tation can reach

about 50 ～ 100 mm.Significant precipitat ion decrease
still occurs in the South China Sea.There is an evi-
dent precipi tation increase in the West Pacific Ocean

and equator TCZ , w ith the maximum value of

2.5mm/day.This phenomenon probably implies that
the increase in the optic depth of volcanic dust can in-
tensify the precipitation caused by southwest monsoon

and southwest air current , while in other non-mon-
soon region the effect of volcanic dust is no t signif i-
cant(Fig.5(b)).The fact that the winter precipita-
tion decreases in South Asia and slightly increases in

Mid-Asia indicates i ts relationship w ith the activity of
south branch of w esterly (Fig.5(c)).

Fig.5.　The dist ribut ion of precipitation dif ference between Exp.

1 and Exp.3.(a)Annual mean;(b)summer mean;(c)winter

mean.

3.2.3　Precipitation change caused by double factors
　　Fig .6 shows the precipitation change caused by
both the reduction of insolation and the increase of the

optic depth of st ratosphere volcanic dust.In the

maps , the composite effect of the tw o fo rcing factors
is to cause the annual precipitation to increase in East

Asia , especially in East China.The maximum is

0.3mm/day , equal to about 100mm/year , while the
annual precipitation decreases in both Southeast Asian

and Indian region.The spatial dist ribution of summer
precipitation is similar to that of annual average , but
the range of increase and decrease is enlarged.The
summer precipi tation w ill increase over 0.5mm/day
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(approximately 46mm)in East China , and the maxi-
mum is more than 90mm , while the summer precipi-
tation w ill decrease above 1mm/day (90 mm) in

South Asia , and the maximum exceeds 180mm .The
w inter precipitation does not change evidently in the

w hole Eurasia , but there is a center in Mid-Asia
w here the precipi tation increases over 40mm.Con-
clusion from the simulation result is that the compos-
ite effect of both factors is to promote the precipita-
tion of summer monsoon in East China , and to reduce
the SW monsoon precipitation in South Asia.

Fig.6.　The distribution of precipi tat ion difference betw een Exp.
1 and Exp.5.(a)Annual mean;(b)summer mean;(c)w inter

mean.

3.2.4　Precipitation change caused by the change of
vegetation　　After changing the status of vegetation
(Exp.4), the annual precipitation increases signifi-
cantly in East Asia , and the precipitation of summer
monsoon also increases to over 46 ～ 160 mm.Mean-
while , there is an evident precipitat ion increase in In-
dia and Southeast Asia , while precipitation decreases
in Mid-Africa.Winter precipitation does not change
signif icantly.It is suggested from these analyses

that , af ter coupling w ith vegetation , precipitat ion in-
creases while the vegetation coverage (e.g.East Asi-
a)increases;when the vegetation coverage reduces

(e.g .North Africa), the precipitation will decrease ,
too.

4　Discussion and conclusion

From the analyses of the aforementioned result

of simulation experiments , it can be found that w hen
main forcing facto rs such as solar radiat ion and vol-
canic dust change , the element f ields of g round cli-
mate , e.g.temperature , precipitation , effective pre-
cipitation , and sea level pressure w ill change co rre-
sponding ly.Significant decrease of temperature will
occur in the cont inent of the Northern Hemisphere ,
especially in East Asia.

When i t comes to the situation of decreased solar

radiation(Exp.2), the temperature decrease is to a
larger extent in summer than in w inter fo r both re-
gion and extent(Fig.1).The reason is obviously that
the summer solar radiation reduces in the Northern

Hemisphere , so the pyrogenation of land surface de-
creases enormously , which is the result of direct ther-
modynamic function caused by the decrease of land

radiation equilibrium.Moreover , the budget of win-
ter land radiation affected by the reduction of solar ra-
diation decreases further.Because the winter temper-
ature of the No rthern Hemisphere is originally lower

under the influence of winter monsoon , its range of
temperature decrease is smaller than that of summer.

From the change in air pressure field of sea sur-
face in Exp.2(figure omitted)it can be seen that the
change in thermodynamic income and expenses of

land surface result in the alternation of the sy stematic

thermo-status of air pressure , then changes its inten-
sity , sequentially.The distribut ion of air pressure

field is rest ructured , and f inally the regional differ-
ence in the distribut ion of temperature decrease comes

into being .And this regional dist ribution includes the
functions of landfo rm and the dist ribution of sea and

continent.

The result of Exp.3 caused by the increase of the
optic depth of stratosphere volcanic dust is dif ferent

f rom the situations afo rementioned.Firstly , volcanic
dust is to reduce the solar radiation getting to the land

surface , while much radiation is absorbed in the

st ratosphere , so the atmospheric absorption of solar
radiation becomes uneven , and especially the insola-
tion absorbed by land surface declines evidently.In
the simulation result , the region of annual tempera-
ture decrease is ex tended(Fig.2), and the ampli tude
of temperature decrease in w inter is larger than in

summer , while the region of that in summer is wider
than in w inter.This is related to the mechanism of
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volcanic dust temperature decrease.Summer solar ra-
diation is more intense in the No rthern Hemisphere

than in south part.Because of the evident “umbrella
effect” of the volcanic dust distribution in the st rato-
sphere , the radiation of land surface generally de-
creases in the broad region , while because the dist ri-
bution of land-sea air pressure in summer is compara-
tively even , the regional thermal dif ference of the

land surface resulting f rom radiation is relatively

small.Winter solar radiat ion is less than that of sum-
mer , and the weakening ef fect of volcanic dust is even
more significant , especially in the continent that is

cont rolled by cold high pressure.Volcanic dust

strengthens the cooling of the land surface , raises the
ex tent of land-surface temperature decrease , intensi-
f ies the continental cold high pressure , and sequen-
tially results in the violent temperature decrease in

high lat itude continent.

In Exp.3 the superposed ef fect is taken into ac-
count including the reduction of solar radiation and

the increase of the optic depth of st ratosphere volcanic

dust.The interaction of the tw o dist inct cooling

mechanisms reduces the regional difference of land-
surface temperature decrease , but widens thei r spacial
range (Fig.3).Universally , the annual temperature
decreases in the No rthern Hemisphere , where the

temperature decreases in both summer and w inter ,
while the decrease in winter is higher than that in

summer.As discussed above , in the tw o forcing fac-
tors , the reduction of solar radiation is the major one.
Meanwhile , the equality of the cooling effect of vol-
canic dust reduces the regional difference and benefits

the general temperature decrease in a large range.
Therefore , the universal temperature decrease in the
Northern Hemisphere during LIA has a direct rela-
tionship with the tw o fo rcing factors.

Compared wi th the large-scale characteristic of
temperature change , the precipi tation changes with
distinct regional features.Because there are more

complicated factors affecting precipitation , the ef fect
of solar radiation and volcanic dust is not so evident as

for temperature , especially in the cont inent of the

Northern Hemisphere.Annual mean precipitation

does not change significantly in Exps.2 , 3 , 5 , while
the reduction of solar radiation in the middle and low

latitudes of East Asia results in thermodynamic

change and then the change of air pressure and the

distribution of atmospheric w ater vapor , causing pre-
cipi tation to increase in summer , but decrease in the
equator zone.So the reduction of solar radiation

makes the precipitation region of summer monsoon al-
ternate , and both the precipi tation of southeastern

monsoon and southwestern monsoon increase;while
the continental precipitation in winter changes only a

litt le.The influential mechanism of the increase of

st ratosphere volcanic dust on precipitation differs

f rom the former , especially for the summer precipita-
tion , in w hich both the southeastern monsoon and

southwestern monsoon decrease in the low latitude re-
gion , while the summer precipitation increases in In-
dia and the w ide region of East China , and the mon-
soon of the South China Sea minishes.In winter the
continental precipitation changes a lit tle , but the pre-
cipitation changes remarkably in the equator zone ,
which means that the air convect ion and convergence

in the equator zone has something to do w ith the vol-
canic act ivity.The collective function of the solar ra-
diation and the increase of volcanic dust plays a role in

the evident decrease of annual precipitation in the

w hole South Asia , especially summer monsoon pre-
cipitation , which means the weakening of southwest-
ern monsoon circumfluence.However , southeastern
monsoon rain , the most important circulat ion in East
China , increases significantly , reflecting that the

monsoon circulation of East Asia st reng thens on this

fo rcing backg round.But there is still no evident

change in winter precipitat ion.With all the analy ses
above , we may indicate that in Exp.5 the summer
precipitation increases in East Asia , while both the
South Asia monsoon and the monsoon circulation of

South China Sea suf fer f rom w eakening , and this

phenomenon has a close relationship wi th the modif i-
cation mechanism of air pressure and the circulat ion

system arising f rom the thermodynamic condi tion of

land surface.

Inferred f rom the design and the result of the

w hole sensi tivi ty simulation experiments , the de-
crease of solar radiation and the increase of optic

depth of stratosphere volcanic dust change the radia-
tion budget and thermodynamic equilibrium of the

land surface and atmosphere , which is especially sig-
nificant in Eurasia.Such change in radiation leads to
the thermodynamic difference betw een land surface

and atmosphere and betw een land and sea , and hence
changes the distribut ion of air pressure system and the

intensi ty and controlling range of the main atmo-
spheric activity center , sequentially forming a new

circulation different f rom the modern status.As a re-
sult , the annual land-surface temperature declines evi-
dently in East Asia , and w inter monsoon is intensi-
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f ied , while there is the enlarged regional dif ference of
the summer monsoon ci rculation sy stem , producing
the effect on the spatial distribution and the intensity

of precipitation.Altogether , the conclusion is that fo r
the process of climatic change on a centennial scale

like LIA , the solar radiation and the content of atmo-
spheric aerosol(volcanic dust)which may inf luence
budget of solar radiation are the most important fac-
tors causing the cold climate in LIA.
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